INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides several services to it's clients at minimal cost. It provides services categorized as follows: Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS) and Software as a service (SaaS). Database as a service (DaaS) is basically a Platform as a service which is also known as Database outsourcing. Recently Database outsourcing received considerable attention in cloud computing. Due to ease in maintenance and security characteristics it has become a cost effective and viable alternative to traditional inhouse database management. In "Database-as-a-Service" (DaaS) model, a Database Owner delivers its database to the Cloud Service Provider who in turn provides the clients seamless access to database [2] . However, database outsourcing poses several security problems related to data confidentiality, integrity, privacy and authentication [12] [13] [21] . Sometimes data are so confidential that the Database Owner prefers to avoid disclosing them even to the Cloud Service Provider. In the past, database encryption has been proposed as a solution. But encryption poses several problems related to access policies, key management [14] and revocation handling. The steps for querying outsourced databases in a cloud computing environment are described in Fig  1. Initially, the user registers itself with the Database Owner, who in turn provides access privileges to the user. These changes are conveyed to the database residing at the Cloud Service Provider. Once changes are updated to the database, user can communicate directly to the Cloud Service Provider for data access.
Databases can be encrypted at various levels of granularity such as, whole database, table, column or row [3] [5] [15] . Whenever whole database or a table is encrypted using a single key, it makes schema definition complex and security directly related to the degree of confidentiality with which the key is kept. Whenever column-based encryption is used it is not possible to assign access privileges to users. Instead, row-based encryption ensures better access control. However, this technique has significant disadvantages like constraints and triggers become almost unusable. To solve these constraints proposed scheme uses a modified row-based encryption mechanism which is highly secure, effective and has ease in accessing database.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews previous researches related to this paper. Section III discusses the proposed model and assumptions. Section IV describes the proposed scheme. Section V analyses effectiveness and performance of the proposed model. Section VI presents simulation details and results. Finally, section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Many researchers are working for securing outsourced databases in cloud computing. Hakan Hacigumus [1] was the first to propose "Database as a Service" also known as Database Outsourcing. Their after, lot of schemes are proposed to secure outsourced databases [20] [22] . Most of the proposed schemes preferred encryption as a solution for implementing security on outsourced databases. Database is encrypted at various levels of granularity such as, whole database, table, column or row [3] using secret keys. However, use of secret key has risen key management problem [2] [18] i.e. managing key distribution [16] and handling revocation.
Bennani [2] proposed a solution to reduce key management complexity by sharing secret key between user and set of servers on the cloud and for key distribution a role based approach was introduced. In Bennani protocol, database is replicated n times for each role. Where each copy of the database is encrypted using a virtual key α (as a set of shadows S 1 , S 2 .........S n ). Each shadow is placed with the different copies. User encrypts his query with the key β and send β(q) to CSP. CSP in turn encrypts β(q) with each shadow. Later on, α(β(q)) is decrypted using β by the user and then requested query α(q) is executed on database by the CSP, and the response α(r) is sent back to the user. Then α(r) is again encrypted by the user using key β and β(α(r)) is delivered to the CSP, who in turn decrypts β(α(r)) with each of the shadows and the resulted response β(r) is sent back to the user, who in turn decrypts it and has access to the results. Although the scheme is good, but entire database is encrypted using a single key due to which it is difficult to define access policies [1] [2] [9] [10] . The assumption is only limited to protecting data from the Cloud Service Provider, while the users have full access to the database [3] . However, in a real world scenario complete access to the whole database is not acceptable. It is also difficult to assign access privileges to each user, as well as there is a possibility of collusion attack by the revoked user and the CSP. That is why, it is to be ensured that a user has selective access to the database [4] [7] .
Column-based encryption seems to be impractical as it is not possible to assign access privileges to users. So, one has to rely on third party applications or cumbersome stored procedures, which makes it impossible to provide information to the user instantly [3] . Some of the researchers used row-based encryption for ensuring security as it is easy to assign access privileges to users, based on the distribution of decryption keys. Francesco [3] scheme relies on main memory for storage and row-based encryption is used for implementing security. In this model, there are 'n' nodes (a trusted entity) one for each user and a synchronizer (an untrusted entity) who synchronizes the data stored at these nodes. Problem associated with the above approach is that it is costly and difficult to maintain and synchronize such a big number of nodes. Security is also at risk as all the keys are with the synchronizer.
Instead of these issues we preferred row-based encryption over others, since it strengthen security as it is impossible to gather all the encryption keys. This is one of the reasons why row-based encryption is preferred for transactional databases. In this paper, the proposed scheme presents a modified row-based encryption technique, in which some changes at the Database Owner and Cloud Service Provider are done to make it sure that all the constraints and triggers are applicable.
III. MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
The model is composed of a Database Owner, Cloud Service Provider and users associated with the Database Owner [2] [3] [4] . In the proposed model, neither the DO, nor the user has to be always on-line, but CSP is always on-line as it is done in [11] . Initially, user registers itself with the DO, who in turn provides encryption key and token to the user. The proposed scheme assumes that the algorithm used for generation of encryption keys is secure at DO. DO come on-line when a new user is to be registered. DO deliver this database to the CSP after encrypting all the rows using the corresponding encryption keys. Now authentic user's requests a r e directed to the CSP, who in turn process user queries in a confidential manner. This scheme assumes that no outsider can breach CSP's security. Communication between CSP and users is made secure using a modified Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange and Public Key Encryption. D-H Key exchange is chosen, as it generates secret session keys each time the session expires. With the help of the session key, proposed scheme achieves secure data exchange as a unique key is exchanged each time for every new session.
IV. PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed approach consists of a modified row-based encryption technique which helps us to achieve secure and efficient data access control. The proposed approach also uses client side storage, and selective encryption to increase performance of the system. In this section pseudo code of the algorithms and the notations used in it are also provided. An example of the proposed scheme that shows resemblance of it with the real life scenarios is also described in Figure 2 .
The traditional database outsourcing model is shown in Fig1, where whole database is encrypted using a single key, and tha t key is distributed to the users. The assumption is only limited to protecting data from the Cloud Service Provider, while the users have full access to the database [3] . However, in a real world scenario complete access to the whole database is not acceptable. In this scenario usually overencryption [17] or token-based authentication is used to handle revocation. Instead of these security primitives there is a possibility of collusion attack in which a malicious user passes the key to the CSP to attain full access to the database. To avoid this DO has to re-encrypt the whole database with a new key which is not possible in a real scenario. So, there is a need to implement a mechanism which can allow a controlled and secure access to the outsourced databases. The user details which are sent to the DO and the results of the queries which is obtained from CSP must be secured in transit, to counter any security threats from the malicious outsiders. The proposed scheme will explain how to achieve the required security standards and efficient access control.
The proposed scheme is illustrated by the example shown in Fig 2. Here, the owner can be a bank who uploads his account holder's details on to the CSP server and the user is a customer (account holder) holding an account in the bank who access his account details from the CSP server. Whenever a new user opens an account in the bank, an entry is created for the user containing his personal and account details. Confidential details (which can reveal the identity of the account holder) are encrypted using a unique key, and the rest are kept as it is. Then the resulted entry is delivered to the CSP. Bank stores Primary key and Encryption key corresponding to the user in the table maintained at the bank side. At last, Bank delivers a packet containing UID, Account number, encryption key and a token to the user. This information is used by the user later on to retrieve it's account details from the CSP server. The proposed approach uses MD5 algorithm for message integrity and session keys (generated with the help of D-H key exchange algorithm) for confidentiality.
The procedure that the CSP uses after receiving data tables and revocation list from the DO is illustrated in algorithm1. CSP decrypts the message using its own private key and the public key of DO and stores the encrypted data tables and revocation list in its storage. Since, data tables are encrypted using row based encryption technique and the keys with which the rows are encrypted are unknown to the CSP. So, CSP will not be able to know the actual data. Revocation list received by the CSP contains UID of the users which are revoked. So, whenever a request of a user is encountered, his UID is matched with the revocation list. Users request is rejected, if UID of the user is there in the list.
Algorithm 1 Steps that CSP follows after receiving data table and revocation list from DO Step 1: Storing encrypted database tables and revocation list ResultSet 0 ←Receive(EK PUCSP (EK PRDO (RevoList)); ResultSet i ←Receive(EK PUCSP (EK PRDO (ET i ));
Step 2: Updating the Database T i ←DK PRCSP (DK PUDO (ResultSet i ));
Step 3: Updating Revocation List RevoList←DK PRCSP (DK PUDO (ResultSet 0 ));
The process of acquisition of the keys is described in the algorithm 2. In it the user asks Database Owner for the keys which he will use for further communication with the Database Owner and Service Provider. In response Database Owner send public/private keys and a symmetric key, with which the Database Owner encrypts the row which contains user details. Algorithm 2 Key acquisition phase.
Step 1: User requests the DO for the keys.
Send(EK PUDO (EK KST (N 1 ||req)||K ST ));
Step 2: DO responds with public/private keys and a symmetric key, with which they DO encrypts the row which contains user details.
Receive(EK KST (EK PRDO (N 1 ||req||K||PRUSR||PUUSR)));
The procedure required when a new user is to be added is described in algorithm 2. New user needs to send a registration request to the DO. DO creates an entry for the user containing his details and then generates a key using an algorithm. DO encrypts the entry with that key. Then DO stores Primary key and Encryption key corresponding to the user in the table maintained at its end and delivers that encrypted entry to the CSP (entry is first encrypted with its private key and then by public key of the CSP for the purpose of authentication and confidentiality between CSP and DO). At last, DO delivers a packet containing UID, encryption key and a token to the user. This information is used by the user later on to retrieve his details from the CSP server. The nonce and timestamps in the request and reply message serve the purpose of replay and man-in-the-middle attack avoidance.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for registration of a new user
Step 1: User sends an encrypted registration request to DO Send(EK PUDO (E K PRUSR (UserDetails)));
Step 2: DO updates Key Constraints table at its end KeyTable ← add(UI D, EK Ui );
Step 3: DO encrypts the row and sends it to the CSP Send(EK PUCSP (EK PRDO (EK Ui (row Ui ))));
Step 4: CSP Updates its copy of the database DB CSP ←insert(DK PUCSP (DK PRDO (EK Ui (row Ui ))));
Step 5: Now the user can directly contact CSP for retrieving his details.
After the keys and token are delivered to the user, it can request CSP for the details. If UID of the user is not present in the revocation list, D-H is initiated by CSP. This fulfills the design objective of not keeping the DO always online. Algorithm 3 describes the use of Modified D-H key exchange algorithm to get a shared session key K S for the purpose of secure communication between CSP and user. The proposed scheme uses Modified D-H key exchange to prevent man-in-the-middle attack by encrypting the Diffie-Hellman parameters and using nonce in each direction.
CSP encrypts the query result (r i ) and it's digest (D i ) using the shared session key K S which is generated from the Modified D-H key exchange. This kind of encryption ensures confidentiality of the message between CSP and user as no one is able to read the message except the user. Session key remains valid for a predefined period of time which ensures secure communication over a period of time. The user decrypts the message upon receiving an encrypted response. After decryption user finally have access to information related to him in a secure and efficient manner. The execution process of read and write operations is shown in Figure 3 . In the proposed approach, cached row sets are used instead of result sets, as cached row sets doesn't require a database connection. As soon as user submits his login details, an encrypted RowSet is created, which resides with the instance of the server process with which the user is communicating. Whenever read operation is performed by the user, details are read from cached row set only, and whatever changes he has made are updated to the database residing with the Service Provider. RowSet is refreshed after a regular interval of time. This approach helps in improving concurrency, and maintaining consistency at the database.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for secure communication between CSP and user
Step 1: User sends request for data access to CSP Send (UID, Token, q, N 1 );
Step 2: CSP checks revocation list if the user is not in the list then only query is processed StorageArray← Receive(UID, Token, q); if (StorageArray[1] = = RevoList(UID)) then Goto step 7 else Goto step 3 end if
Step 3: CSP and user exchanges a session key K s generated with the help of modified D-H Key Exchange Algorithm.
Step 4: CSP encrypts the data using shared session key EO i ← EK s (E K Ui (row Ui ));
Step 5: CSP sends the encrypted data to the User Send (EO i , N 1 + 1);
Step 6: Exit;
Step 7: CSP sends a rejection message to the User Send (request cannot be granted);
V. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS A. Security Analysis
In this section, various cryptographic primitives are analyzed in terms of their scalability and strength.
1) Data confidentiality: In database outsourcing, data confidentiality is a major issue because data of the user is sensitive and CSP is not in trusted domain of Database owner. So, the database cannot be stored in unencrypted form at CSP. The proposed scheme, uses row-based encryption, where each row is encrypted using a unique key. Since, size of the row is too small and cipher text of it after encryption is also small. So, this kind of encryption is very much comparable to one time pad. In cryptology, one time pad (OTP) encryption has been proven to be impossible to crack. So, use of this kind of encryption makes this model unbreakable which helps us to preserve the data confidentiality of user data in cloud computing.
2) Authentication: Row-based encryption itself ensures authentication of the user as row containing the user details and details are encrypted with the user's key. Hence, row will be accessible to a particular user only. For handling revocation, the proposed scheme uses tokens which are provided to the user at the time of registration.
3) Integrity: In the proposed scheme, MD5 hash algorithm and modified Diffie-Hellman key exchange has been used to secure data integrity. Modified D-H key exchange algorithm is used to generate different keys for different sessions. CSP encrypts data using the session key to secure communication between user and CSP.
B. Performance Analysis
In terms of performance, the proposed scheme saves a lot of computation cost in comparison to other encryption techniques such as Over-encryption technique. In the scheme proposed rows of the database are encrypted rather than the whole database. So it is quite easy to process the SQL queries, and there is no need of full database re-encryption if user rights are revoked. The scheme is analyzed in terms of applicability, computation cost, concurrency etc. and the results are described below.
1) Applicability: Bennani [3] scheme uses RSA encryption multiple times, which requires a lot of computation work to be performed by the client device. This scheme is not applicable on mobile devices as mobile devices have low computation capability. However, the proposed scheme uses AES encryption which requires less computation, and it is applied once. Hence, uses of AES encryption increase the applicability of the proposed scheme.
2) Cost efficient: In cloud computing cost depends on the number of queries and computational steps. In Bennani [3] scheme encryption and decryption is being done multiple times at the CSP side due to which computations are increased. Hence, cost is increased. In the proposed scheme, CSP just has to execute a SQL query which results the reduction in cost.
3) Concurrency: Proposed scheme is highly concurrent as whenever user will login, row containing user detail will be delivered to him in encrypted form. Now, user can perform all type of operation on this row such as read and write operation. This scheme also preserves the changes user has made on row, and it is delivered to the outsourced database before he logs out.
VI. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The proposed approach is implemented using Java Socket Programming technique and MS Access 2005. For encryption and generation of the keys, cryptographic API's javax.crypto and java.security are used. Separate processes for CSP server, DO server and User are created. Java Socket Programming is used to create client and server processes. RowSet class is used for transfer of encrypted row because it can be communicated and manipulated without the need of database connection, which is one of the basic requirements of the proposed scheme.
The proposed scheme is simulated as defined in section IV. Later on observable results are compared with scheme [3] as mentioned in related work. Scheme [2] is also simulated, but it was taking a lot of time as it requires more than one encryption and over encryption steps. So, it can't be compared with the schemes on the graph. That is the reason why results of scheme [2] are not shown in the graph. As shown in figure 4 , the proposed scheme performs quite well as compared to scheme [3] . For write operation, only three nodes are used for synchronization in scheme [3] . If, number of nodes will increase, time complexity will also increase in the scheme [3] and the proposed scheme will reflect more improvement in comparison to it.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the proposed scheme uses a modified row-based encryption technique for better access control and security. The proposed approach also uses client side memory and encryption to increase performance of the system. Selective encryption allows to execute triggers on the database, which is one of the issues when row-based encryption is used. The proposed scheme is very simple, secure and less time consuming in comparison to over-encryption technique or the one in which whole database is encrypted using a single key. It is flexible to use of any encryption technique for row-based encryption. In the proposed scheme, AES is used which proved itself better in comparison to RSA and other cryptographic algorithms when plaintext size is small.
In the proposed scheme, whole security is dependent on the key generation algorithm. So, there is a need of securing this algorithm from malicious outsiders. Instead of all these security primitives there is a possibility of information leakage from access patterns. The proposed work need to be extended, in such a way that the proposed model will be secured in every perspective. The proposed scheme is to be tested in a real cloud environment and with a large population of users.
